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(Image credit: Marvel Studios) Captain Marvel, the sequel to the Marvel Cinematic Universe coming in 2022, has found a director. According to this Deadline, the upcoming Candyman re-director, Nia DaCosta, says the film will make. DaCosta is one of the few directors in contention, but has been a
favorite for some time, the report said. DaCosta previously directed two episodes of Little Woods, as well as Top Boy on Netflix. DaCosta will be the first Black woman to direct a Marvel movie, and the first female single director has credit. The highly anticipated Candyman, which will be released in
October of this year, was also produced and co-written by Jordan Peele. The screenplay for Captain Marvel 2 was written by Megan McDonnell, author of the upcoming WandaVision series for Disney Plus. Captain Marvel 2 will be released on July 8, 2022, assuming Disney's movie screening program
never moves again. Why Captain Marvel needs a new director Captain Marvel has been the subject of a bombing of rotten tomatoes, awakening an angry part of the internet now known as rotten tomatoes with a female main character. However, according to the site, 78% of critics favorablely reviewsd
the film, while critics liked it more. The film is just ok, really - a very by-the-numbers origin movie that the Marvel universe has done so many, many times so far. Compared to the Black Panther, who felt much bigger than just a starting tale, Captain Marvel was a bit pedestrian, as good as Brie Larson in
the lead. As Deadline's report noted, Marvel Studios now has a track record of shaking things up between sequels - iron man 3 is a film in the style of prominent director, Shane Black, or how the two Captain America sequels by the Russo Brothers are closer to spy thrillers than the original. Captain Marvel
2 must also benefit from different abilities behind the scenes. A retrospective of Iron Man The Marvel Cinematic Universe is expected to result in a longer-than-expected break. After Avengers: Endgame changed the series forever, Marvel Studios was preparing to launch phase 4 less than a year after
Spider-Man: Far from Home. But the Black Widow version - the first Phase 4 title - was postponed from May 2020 to November 2020, due to the Coronavirus outbreak. Given the interconnected nature of the MCU, this caused a domino effect that pushed each Phase 4 entry further down the line. It's going
to take five years for fans to see it while Dr. Strange gets the resmn it. A glimmer of hope? We know when Captain Marvel will be back. But i'm going to go to the fourth Will it be the final chapter of Phase? Brie Larson at the world premiere of 'Captain Marvel' | ROBYN BECK/AFP via Getty Images 'Captain
Marvel 2' finally gets release date when Marvel Studios announces updated release dates for Phase 4, Also sneak some fresh news. Captain Marvel 2 is now set to hit theaters on July 8, 2022. Previously, Marvel had revealed that it was developing sequels but offered no concrete plans beyond that.
Despite complaints from some grumpy fans, star Brie Larson is not going anywhere. After all, Captain Marvel earned $1.1 billion when it debuted in theaters in March 2019. As the last MCU film before Avengers: Endgame, the film helped set Captain Marvel's role in the fight against Thanos and beyond.
Little is known about Captain Marvel 2 at this point. Rumor has it the film will take place today. But likewise you could easily stick to your predecessor's 1990s setting. This will allow some sub-drawings to continue, especially those of Ronan the Accuser (Lee Pace), who was killed by guardians of the
galaxy in 2014. The film could be the perfect end for Marvel's Phase 4 when Marvel first revealed its Phase 4 plans, captain Marvel 2 was not included. Therefore, many fans thought Carol Danvers' sophomore adventure would be an early part of Phase 5. However, in the update phase 4. This isn't the
first time Marvel Studios has changed its schedule like this. Phase 3 ballooned a bit over time with spider-man: Homecoming and Ant-Man and Wasp added after the initial announcement. This led to subsequent date changes for other films. Marvel could similarly put Black Panther II and Captain Marvel 2
into Phase 4. Also, if Captain Marvel 2 is set for today, it's the 5th U.S. State Court of America. Most likely, the next Thanos level threat will be on the cosmic side. And Captain Marvel is a character who lends himself to such large-scale storyteling. Moreover, Larson mcu is being positioned as an
important figure going forward. Captain Marvel will probably lead the next Avengers line-up by all accounts, captain Marvel will be leading The Mightiest Heroes of the World when it comes around to the fifth Avengers movie. Overall, Phase 4 seems to be focused on setting up which heroes will make up
the next core line-up. On the Disney+ side, this means a new Captain America, Scarlet Witch and Hawkeye. But on the big screen, the target seems to be promoting characters like Black Panther, Doctor Strange and Captain Marvel to serve as the first-place Avengers. As the most likely leader of Carol
Danvers, it makes sense for the second solo film to round out the transition phase and key up to the next bad guy. Besides, it doesn't make sense for Captain Marvel to go to an entire stage without a new movie. And as it evolved from one stage to the next, the MCU became increasingly assertive.
Captain Marvel 2, don't be surprised if phase 4 is the most important part. Next. What do we know about Marvel's first female superhero superhero movie, Captain Marvel? Apparently, not much. Hopefully that's going to change soon, but for now, there's a little pile of information that's going to handle
us. Here's everything we know so far, including the official casting announcement (page 9). 1. In 2019, captain Marvel is expected to arrive in 2019. | Marvel Studios Captain Marvel has previously released its phase three timeline of marvel on its 2018 release date scheduled for a summer, but has now
been pushed back a year for March 8, 2019. This will include the film between the two-part Avengers: Infinity War, and the fourth Avengers movie, which was untitled less than two months ago. While there were rumors that the character would be visible in Infinity War, this was obviously not the case (at
least, in the traditional sense). Still, he still has the potential to appear in Avengers 4. As Cinema Blend points out, Captain Marvel will now be the first Marvel movie of 2019 and hopefully set the tone for next year. 2. These three talented female screenwriters were written by Meg LeFauve and Nicole
Perlman | Captain Marvel's film via Instagram probably don't know the name of Meg LeFauve and Nicole Perlman, but I certainly know their movies. LeFauve's writing credits featured Pixar's Inside Out and The Good Dinosaur, while Perlman played Thor's screenwriter as one of the authors of Guardians
of the Galaxy. Both screenwriters have a number of films in their works and are among the hottest female writers in Hollywood. Also, Geneva Robertson-Dworet was brought in to work on the script. His resume includes upcoming action movies like Tomb Raider and Gotham City Sirens, making him apt to
choose from. Other famous writers include Liz Flahive and Carly Mensch, best known for Netflix's hit series Glow. For Marvel's first female film, it's a breath of fresh air that will benefit a creative team of mostly women. This is a beginning story Captain Marvel | Fans of Marvel Comics know that Captain
Marvel's comic book character has received her special abilities from powerful aliens - a beginning story that bears some similarities to the story of the origin of DC Comics character Green Lantern. Apparently a little too similar for co-screenwriter Nicole Perlman, who recently appeared on the Any Time
podcast. Perlman hinted that Captain Marvel's starting story would likely be changed for the film, and there are plenty of reinventes that need to happen. Said. Marvel Studios' Kevin Feige confirmed to CinemaBlend that Captain Marvel will be about the beginning of the character, and Captain Marvel is
definitely an origin. It's a beginning story from the beginning. 4. In fact the film has two directors for Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck | Winter/Getty Images for AFI Sources, quoted by The Hollywood Reporter, claimed that Captain Marvel's list of potential directors had previously been downed to a shortlist of
three contestants: Niki Caro (Whale Rider), Lesli Linka Glatter (the primary director of Showtime's Homeland) and Lorene Scafaria (Seeking a Friend for the End of the World). However, none of these women were elected. Instead, Anna Boden and Ryan Fleck will lead the team. The couple skewed

toward the dark fare, which may seem like a possible choice for them to a Marvel movie. Then again, Ryan Coogler, director of the Black Panther, also carved out his career in drama, so perhaps the studio is leaning further in that direction. 5. Brie Larson Brie Larson, new Captain Marvel | Frazer
Harrison/Getty Images Rumours that Brie Larson has been taken into custody for her role as Captain Marvel began circulating in June 2016. The actress was officially confirmed for the role in an announcement at San Diego Comic-Con in July 2016. The actress is best known for her Oscar-winning
performance in Room in 2015. In August 2016, Larson tweeted a photo of himself researching the role of Carol Danvers. We've seen him at Comic-Con ever since, and there's no shortage of Marvel-focused content on his social media accounts. 6. Intriguing co-stars Ben Mendelsohn | Chelsea
Lauren/Getty Images for Sundance Casting was mostly kept secret, but we know a few of the names we'll see on the big screen. In addition to Larson, Samuel L. Jackson will make an appearance as Nick Fury, rounding out the well-known cast of familiar characters. Jude Law will play Mar-Vell, who
helped Captain Marvel in his fight against Ben Mendelsohn's undisclosed bad guy. In January 2018, it was announced that DeWanda Wise, the star of Shots Fired and She's Gotta Have It, would have a role – however, she dropped out in March 2018 due to scheduling conflicts. In February 2018, People
actress Gemma Chan starred as Dr. Minerva (Minn-Erva). 7. He'll be fighting a big big bad Skrulls | Marvel Animation at Comic-Con in San Diego, we have a few plot details: The story will take place in the 1990s, for one thing. Hopefully, this will provide a lot of interesting fashion options. He also
announced that Feige and co will face Captain Marvel Skrulls. Comic book fans are familiar with these alien creatures, who were first introduced to the plot of the intergalactic Battle of Kree-Skrull. Maybe '90s clothes will cover space supplies. 8. Captain Marvel almost had a cameo in the Avengers: The
Age of Ultron Avengers: The Age of Ultron | In September 2016, Marvel Studios Back, Feige and Avengers producer Latcham answered questions at an event about the future of Marvel Cinematic Universe and Slash Film. some more interesting tidbits. Feige explained that Captain Marvel was almost in
Age of Ultron, but ultimately couldn't make the film. He explained: At some point it was in the script, it could be a draft ... We pulled up a plate and thought we could add it there. But in the end, it didn't fit. The truth is, it didn't seem appropriate for this new person in the new costume to come out of the
moment at the end of this story. It would hurt a character that people already knew would come until the movie came out. 9. Production begins with Brie Larson (left) of Brigadier General Jeannie Leavitt, 57 Wing Commander (right), who gets hands-on help to investigate his character for Captain Marvel
on his last trip to Nellis Air Force Base in Nevada. | Brad Baru / Marvel Studios announced the official start of production at Marvel Studios, Captain Marvel on March 26, 2018. The press release also features some key player selection information: Film stars Academy Award winner Brie Larson (Room,
Kong: Skull Island), Samuel L. Jackson (Marvel Studios' Avengers: Age of Ultron, The Hateful Eight), Ben Mendelsohn (Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, Ready Player One), Djimon Hounsou (Blood Diamond, Marvel Studios' Guardians of the Galaxy), Lee Pace (Henry's Book, Marvel Studios' Guardians of
the Galaxy), Lashana Lynch (The Fast Girls of the Brotherhood), Gemma Chan (People, Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them), Algenis Perez Soto (Sambá Sugar), Rune Temte (Eddie The Eagle, The Last Kingdom), McKenna Grace (I, Tonya, Gifted), Clark Gregg (Live by Night, Marvel's The
Avengers) and Jude Law (Spy, The Grand, The Grand Budapest Hotel). Additional reporting by Becca Bleznak. Browse Cheat Sheet on Facebook!
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